STANDING ADVISORY COMMITTEE
BEFORE THE EUROPEAN PATENT OFFICE

40th meeting
Munich, 12 and 13 June 2008
(commencing at 9.30h - Room 128)

Subject: Provisional Agenda
Drawn up by: European Patent Office
Addressees: Members of SACEPO (for comments)
PROVISIONAL AGENDA

1. Opening and Adoption of the Agenda SACEPO 1/08
2. President’s Report on the development of the European patent system Info 1
3. Raising the bar: First considerations for changes to the EPO practice and procedures SACEPO 2/08
4. Divisional applications SACEPO 3/08
5. Reports on actions resulting from earlier meetings Info 2
6. Amendments to the Rules relating to Fees SACEPO 4/08
7. Amendments to the Implementing Regulations SACEPO 5/08
8. Electronic signature in proceedings before the EPO SACEPO 6/08
9. International harmonisation of substantive patent law - Status report SACEPO 7/08
10. PCT matters - Enhancing the value of international search and examination SACEPO 8/08
11. International Co-operation - Status report SACEPO 9/08
12. Any other business